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Compared with quadrilateral meshes, Voronoi diagrams and other planar 
expressions, the triangular meshes have high degree of freedom, simple data structure, 
and so on. The triangular meshes are widely used in computer graphics, animation, 
computer games, and other fields. The compatible triangular meshes are the core of 
computer animation, shape interpolation and other applications, and it is still a 
research hotspot to find a good compatible mapping relationship between two planar 
shapes.  
The previous compatible triangulations algorithms have many disadvantages, 
such as the generated triangular meshes have poor quality and the application of the 
triangular meshes are very limited. In order to improve the quality of the triangular 
meshes, we use a method of generating compatible triangulations based on locally 
injective mappings, and use the preprocessing optimization based on the initial 
mapping of the target triangular meshes and the optimization based on the areas of the 
corresponding triangle of the source triangular meshes and the target triangular 
meshes are as equal as possible.  
Our method is divided into two parts. First, the formation of compatible 
triangulation. We select feature points of the source shape and the target shape and 
manually match the feature points on the source shape and the target shape. We use 
constrained Delaunay triangulation to generate the triangular meshes of the source 
shape polygon. The boundary vertices of triangular meshes of the source shape are 
mapped onto the boundary of the target shape, then the vertices inside the triangular 
meshes of the source shape are mapped to the inside of the target shape polygon by 
using the locally injective mappings, thus we will get the compatible triangulations of 
the source polygon and the target polygon. 
Second, the optimization of triangular meshes of the target shape polygon. Our 
approach is to map the vertices inside the source shape polygon to the inside of the 
target shape polygon by the locally injective mappings. It can be seen as a question of 
finding the new vertices coordinates of the triangular meshes after the triangular 
meshes are deformed, and it is actually a deformation problem. However, for some 
special examples, the triangular meshes of the source shape ‘S’ can not smoothly 
transition to the triangular meshes of the target shape ‘U’. This problem can be solved 
by using the preprocessing optimization based on the initial mapping of the target 
triangular meshes. Finally, high quality compatible triangulations are obtained by 
using the optimization based on the areas of the corresponding triangle of the source 
triangular meshes and the target triangular meshes are as equal as possible. 
Compared with the previous compatible triangulations algorithms, our algorithm 
improves the quality of the triangular meshes, and reduces the number of narrow 
triangles and the distortion and degeneration of triangles, and makes the compatible 
triangulations more widely used in interpolation. It also makes the deformation 
process more smooth and continuous. 
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(a)                    (b) 
图 1-1 非同构的三角网格 
 
(a)                    (b) 





























(a)                   (b)                    (c) 
图 1-3 CG动画技术应用（图片来自网络），（a）CG技术应用于计算机游
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他们的算法不适用于顶点很少的多边形。在 Suri[10]方法的基础上 Surazhsky 和
Gotsman
[5]进行了算法融合，简化了 Gupta 和 Wenger[4]的方法，并且改善了算法
和大量数据结构，这种新的重新三角剖分方法只需要引入少量的 Steiner 点就能
够大幅度提高三角剖分网格的质量。2009 年 Baxter 等人[11]在寻找同构链接路径
新方法的基础上，使用类似 Surazhsky 和 Gotsman[5]的算法同构分割源形状和目
标形状。尽管他们计算链接路径方法的速度比 Surazhsky 和 Gotsman[5]的快，但
是狭长三角形的数量过多。Liu 等人[19]提出一种新方法构造同构三角剖分网格，
先将源形状和目标形状同构凸分割成一系列小凸多边形，然后对源形状和形状目



































等人[13]提出了固定分配旋转分量的方法。Sumner 和 Popovic 提出了将源 3D三角
网格变形为目标 3D三角网格的方法，然而他们的算法只适用于相近的源模型和
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